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Abstract8

Mobile Adhoc Network (MANET) is characterized by mobile hosts, dynamic topology,9

multi-hop wireless connectivity and infrastructureless ad hoc environment. The adhoc10

environment is accessible to both legitimate network users and malicious attackers. Moreover,11

as the wireless links are highly error prone and can go down frequently due to mobility of12

nodes, therefore, energy efficient, secure and stable routing over MANET is still a very critical13

task due to highly dynamic environment. In this research paper, an effort has been done to14

combine these factors of security, power and stable routing by proposing a new protocol15

EESSRP (Energy Efficient, Secure and Stable Routing Protocol). An experimental analysis of16

proposed protocol has been carried out using network simulator NS-2.34. An effort has been17

made to perform analysis using random way point mobility model. The results have been18

derived using self created network scenarios for varying number of mobile nodes. The19

performance metrics used for evaluation are packet delivery ratio, average end to end delay,20

throughput, normalized routing load and packet loss. It has been concluded that the proposed21

protocol i.e. EESSRP provides energy efficient, secure and stable routing strategy for mobile22

adhoc networks.23

24

Index terms— EESSRP, Energy Efficient, MANET, Protocol, Routing, Secure, Stable.25
design. These challenges include open network architecture, shared wireless medium, stringent resource26

constraints, and highly dynamic topology. Consequently, the existing security solutions for wired networks27
do not directly apply to the Adhoc environment. The main goal of the security solutions for an Adhoc network28
is to provide security services, such as authentication, confidentiality, integrity, anonymity and availability to29
mobile users [2]. One distinguishing characteristic of this network from the security design perspective is the30
lack of a clear line of defense. Unlike wired networks that have dedicated routers, each mobile node in an adhoc31
network may function as a router and forward packets for other peer nodes. The wireless channel is accessible32
to both legitimate network users and malicious attackers. In such an environment, there is no guarantee that a33
path between two nodes would be free of malicious nodes, which would not comply with the employed protocol34
and attempt to harm the network operation. Another major hurdle in communication via Adhoc networks is35
their power limitations. As most of them use battery power and also are moving so there is always limitation36
of battery power. A new scheme has been proposed here to incorporate security and power features in adhoc37
networks. The scheme takes care of basic security needs and uses concept of Hash Key generation to attain the38
goal of security. It uses route table entry for its power status. The work is an extension of earlier work done [3,4]39
in the fields of power, security and stability. The scheme has been incorporated on the refined version of SSRP40
(Stable and Secure Routing Protocol) [3] and AODV (Adhoc On-Demand Distance Vector Routing Protocol) [5].41

An ad hoc network consists of hosts communicating among themselves with portable radios. This network can42
be deployed without any wired base station or infrastructure support where routes are mainly multi-hop because43
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of the limited radio propagation range. The nodes in an ad hoc network are constrained by battery power for their44
operation. To route a packet from a source to a destination involves a sufficient number of intermediate nodes.45
Battery power of a node is a precious resource that must be used efficiently in order to avoid early termination46
of a node or a network. One distinguishing feature of Energy Efficient ad hoc routing protocol is its use of Power47
for each route entry. Given the choice between two routes to a destination, a requesting node is required to select48
one with better power status and more active.49

Efficient battery management [6,7,8], transmission power management [9,10] and system power management50
[11,12] are the major means of increasing the life of a node. These management schemes deal in the management51
of energy resources by controlling the early depletion of the battery, adjust the transmission power to decide52
the proper power level of a node and incorporate low power consumption strategies into the protocols. Typical53
metrics used to evaluate ad hoc routing protocols are shortest hop, shortest delay and locality stability. However,54
these metrics may have a negative effect in MANETs because they result in the over use of energy resources of55
a small set of nodes, decreasing nodes and network lifetime. The energy efficiency of a node is defined by the56
number of packets delivered by a node in a certain amount of energy.57

A few reasons for energy management in MANETs are: a) Ad hoc networks have been developed to provide58
communication for an environment where fixed infrastructure cannot be deployed. Nodes in ad hoc networks59
have very limited energy resources as they are battery powered. b) In so many situations like hostile territory, it60
is very difficult or almost impossible to replace the battery or recharge it. c) There is no central coordinator in61
case of ad hoc networks as a base station in cellular networks.62

Therefore ad hoc networks work on the concept of multi-hop routing in which intermediate nodes play the63
role of the relay nodes. If the relay traffic is very high, it leads to rapid depletion of a node and if the traffic is64
negligible upon a node that leads to the partitioning of a network. If the battery size is very small, it decreases65
the lifetime of a node and if battery size of a node is large, it increases the weight of the mobile node. So to keep66
the standard small size of a battery, energy management techniques are required to utilize it efficiently. Optimal67
value selection for transmitting a packet is difficult but as this transmission power increases, it increases the68
consumption of the battery but the connectivity increases. This increases the number of paths to the destination.69
Therefore selection of the transmission power should be done in order to reduce the consumption of the battery70
power so as to maximize the simultaneous packet transmission and preserve connectivity.71

Energy control algorithms [13,14,15] are very useful for the systems in which the available bandwidth is72
shared among all the users. Reduction in transmission power increases frequency reuse, which leads to better73
channel reuse. Although developing battery efficient systems that have low cost and complexity, remains a crucial74
issue. Efficient battery aware protocol is the need of today’s ad hoc networks. Designing smart battery packs75
that can select appropriate battery discharge policies under different load conditions is a challenging problem.76
Other issues that exist at the physical layer includes efficient battery scheduling techniques [15] selection of an77
optimal transmission power for the nodes and finding the appropriate time duration for switching off the nodes78
. Investigations at data link layer are; addressing the issues of relay traffic, such as finding an optimal strategy79
that decides the amount of allowable relay traffic for a node. Developing battery aware MAC algorithms for the80
nodes that increase the lifetime of the nodes is an important issue. Finally, at the network layer designing of an81
efficient routing algorithm that increases the network lifetime by selecting an optimal relay node.82

The network layer can aid in the conservation of energy by reducing the power consumed for two main83
operations, namely, communication and computation. The communication power consumption is mainly due84
to transmission and reception of bits. Whenever a node remains active, it consumes power. Even when the85
node is not actively participating in communication, but is in the listening mode waiting for the packets, the86
battery keeps discharging. The computation power consumption refers to the power spent in calculations that87
take place in the nodes for routing and other decisions. The following section discusses some of the power-efficient88
routing algorithms. In general, a routing protocol which does not require large tables to be downloaded or greater89
number of calculations is preferable, the amount of data compression before transmission decreases the power90
consumed for communication although the number of computation tasks increases. Since the energy required91
per bit for communication is hundred times compared to computation, data compressed is preferred. MANETs92
allow anywhere, any time network connectivity with complete lack of control, ownership and regulatory influence.93
Each node in a MANET participates in the routing function. To establish communication among different nodes,94
the ”death” of few nodes is possible due to energy exhaustion.95

In traditional routing algorithms, routes are constructed on the basis of shortest path but these protocols are96
not aware of the energy consumed for the path setup or maintenance. Shortest path algorithm may result in a97
quick depletion of the energy of nodes along the heavily used routes.98

Designing energy aware routing protocols has attracted a lot of attention for prolonged network operational99
time. Design objective of energy aware protocols is to select energy efficient routes and simultaneously minimizing100
the overhead incurred in the selection of the routes. Some routing algorithms given by [16,17] can optimize the101
energy use with a global perspective. But these algorithms incur expensive overheads for gathering, exchanging102
and storing the state information. These algorithms can be improvised in order to make them scalable. For this103
purpose a localized topology controlling algorithm [16] or a distributed energy aware dominating set generating104
algorithm [18] can be applied on nodes and a traditional base algorithm like AODV or DSR may be run in the105
network. This kind of protocol design can reduce the communication overheads consumed for route discovery.106
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Implementation of this kind of approach requires the knowledge of one or two hop neighbours at the nodes.107
This requirement can consume bandwidth and use energy for gathering such information at nodes constantly in108
dynamic networks. Some algorithms [16,19,20] work without assuming any topological knowledge at nodes and109
they can avoid the proactive overheads required for topological information. These kind of on demand approaches110
are required for energy efficient paths. Due to the reactive nature of on demand protocols, these are more energy111
efficient in MANETs and therefore in this chapter, only on demand protocols have been analyzed on the anvil of112
their energy, so that selection of a better base protocol may lead to find energy efficient paths. A lot of work has113
been carried in the direction of energy aware routing. They modify either AODV or DSR, which are taken as the114
base protocol. An Energy and Delay Constrained Routing in MANETs have been proposed by Laura et al. [21],115
in which energy saving and timely delivery of data packets is incorporated into the route discovery phase to select116
paths with lower cost. This algorithm utilizes two metrics, residual energy and queue length at each node. Buffer117
information is considered as a traffic load characteristic and its use is to limit the battery power consumption and118
end to end delay. Chen et al. [22] have proposed an Energy Efficient AODV for Low Mobility Ad hoc Networks, in119
which the node energy consumption of the overall network is reduced by dynamically controlling the transmission120
power by utilizing a novel route cost metric. Three extensions to the traditional AODV protocol, named Local121
Energy Aware Routing (LEAR-AODV), Power Aware Routing (PAR-AODV) and Lifetime Prediction Routing122
(LPR-AODV) have been proposed by [23], for balanced energy consumption in MANETs. These algorithms use123
energy consumption as a routing metric and try to reduce the nodes energy consumption by routing packets using124
energy optimal routes. Li et al. [16] have proposed an algorithm to maximize the network life time by balancing125
the energy draining rates among nodes using precise global state information. Narayanaswami et al. [24] have126
designed an approach named COMPOW, which works to find the minimal common value of node transmission127
range to maintain the network connectivity. COMPOW attempts to satisfy three major objectives. Increasing128
the battery lifetime of all the nodes, increasing the traffic carrying capacity of the network and reducing the129
contention among the nodes. The main reason behind the need for an optimal transmit power level for the nodes130
in MANETs is that battery power is saved by reducing the transmission range of the node. It has been proved131
by Kawadia et al. [36] that the COMPOW protocol works only in a network with a homogeneous distribution132
of nodes. CLUSTERPOW is an extension of COMPOW for nonhomogeneous dispersion of the nodes. It is a133
power control clustering protocol in which each node runs a distributed algorithm to choose the minimum power134
p to reach the destination through multiple hops. Unlike COMPOW, where all the nodes of the network agree135
on a common power level, in CLUSTERPOW the value of p can be different for different nodes and is proved136
to be in non-increasing sequence toward the destination. An extended approach to COMPOW is used to reduce137
the energy consumed in packet forwarding for heterogeneous networks. These approaches introduce the excessive138
overheads and they have the scalability issue. Some pure on demand energy aware approaches have also been139
designed. Xue et al. [25] have introduced a location aided routing with energy awareness. In this approach each140
node with a packet to forward performs per hop power aware forwarding with the help of location information141
of the destination, neighbouring nodes and the node itself. With this approach good energy efficiency can be142
achieved but at the cost of more resource consumption for updating and collecting the information in the dynamic143
environment of MANETs.144

Security is an important issue for ad hoc networks, especially for those security-sensitive applications. It145
has become a primary concern in order to provide protected communication between mobile nodes in a hostile146
environment. The salient features of ad hoc networks pose both challenges and opportunities in achieving the147
aforementioned goals.148

First, use of wireless links renders an ad hoc network susceptible to link attacks ranging from passive149
eavesdropping to active impersonation, message replay, and message distortion. Eavesdropping might give an150
adversary access to secret information, violating confidentiality. Active attacks might allow the adversary to151
delete messages, to inject erroneous messages, to modify messages, and to impersonate a node, thus violating152
availability, integrity, authentication, and nonrepudiation. Secondly, nodes, roaming in a hostile environment e.g.153
in a battlefield with relatively poor physical protection, have non-negligible probability of being compromised.154
Therefore, one should not only consider malicious attacks from outside a network, but also take into account the155
attacks launched from withinMay ( D D D D )156

the network by compromised nodes. Therefore, to achieve high survivability, ad hoc networks should have a157
distributed architecture with no central entities. Introducing any central entity into our security solution could158
lead to significant vulnerability; that is, if this centralized entity is compromised, then the entire network is159
subverted. Thirdly, an ad hoc network is dynamic because of frequent changes in both its topology and its160
membership. Trust relationship among nodes also changes, for example, when certain nodes are detected as161
being compromised. Unlike other wireless mobile networks, such as mobile IP, nodes in an ad hoc network may162
dynamically become affiliated with administrative domains. Any security solution with a static configuration163
would not suffice. It is desirable for our security mechanisms to adapt on-the-fly to these changes. Finally, an164
ad hoc network may consist of hundreds or even thousands of nodes. Security mechanisms should be scalable to165
handle such a large network.166

These challenges motivate for building multi fence security solutions that achieve both broad protection and167
desirable network performance. Basically, the complete security solution should span both layers, and encompass168
all three security components of prevention, detection, and reaction. The dilemma is that how should it be judged169
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whether the mobile ad hoc network is secure or not. Some of the main security attributes [26,27] that are used170
to inspect the security state of the mobile ad hoc networks are availability, integrity, confidentiality, authenticity,171
non repudiation, authorization and anonymity.172

In mobile ad hoc networks, radio transmission is the most common means of communication. Eavesdropping on173
a node is far easier than in wired networks. Since intermediate nodes no longer belong to a trusted infrastructure,174
but may be eavesdroppers as well, consequent end-to-end encryption is mandatory. Next, as all nodes in an Ad175
hoc network cooperate in order to discover the network topology and forward packets, denial of service attacks176
on the routing function are very easy to mount. Nodes may create stale or wrong routes, creating black holes or177
routing loops. Furthermore, in ad hoc networks exists a strong motivation for non-participation in the routing178
system. Both the routing system and the forwarding of foreign packets consume a node’s battery power, CPU179
time, and bandwidth, which are restricted in mobile devices. Consequently, selfish nodes may want to save their180
resources for own use. There are three main causes for a node not to work according to the common routing181
protocol. Malfunctioning nodes are simply suffering from a hardware failure or a programming error. Although182
this is not an attack, they may cause severe irritation in the routing system of an ad hoc network. Selfish nodes183
try to save their own resources, as described above. Malicious nodes are trying to sabotage other nodes or even184
the whole network, or compromise security in some way. Before developing a security framework that prevents185
selfish or malicious nodes from harming the network, it is worthwhile to first create a structured overview on186
what kinds of attacks are possible in ad hoc networks. Network security attacks [25,26] are typically divided187
into two categories passive vs. active attacks which have already been discussed in previous chapter. MANETs188
are extremely vulnerable to attacks due to their dynamically changing topology, absence of conventional security189
infrastructures and open medium of communication, which, unlike their wired counterparts, cannot be secured190
with ease. MANET security involves authentication, key establishment and distribution, and encryption. Despite191
the fact that security of ad hoc routing protocols is causing a major roadblock in commercial applications of this192
technology, only a limited work has been done in this area. Such efforts have mostly concentrated on the aspect193
of data forwarding, disregarding the aspect of topology discovery. On the other hand, solutions that target route194
discovery have been based on approaches for fixedinfrastructure networks, defying the particular ad hoc network195
challenges. To address these concerns, several secure routing protocols have been studied and some of the popular196
secured protocols are ARAN [28], SEAD [29], SRP [30], SECURE AODV [31], SLSP [32], ARIADNE [33] and197
SAR [34].198

The proposed algorithm takes care of three core issues of energy efficient, secure and stable routing over199
mobile ad hoc networks is given below: RFC 2501 describes a number of quantitative metrics that can be200
used for evaluating the performance of a routing protocol for mobile wireless ad-hoc networks. Some of these201
quantitative metrics [3,35] are defined as follow: a) Packet Delivery Fraction (PDF)202

The packet delivery fraction is defined as the ratio of number of data packets received at the destinations over203
the number of data packets sent by the sources as given in equation ( 1). This performance metric is used to204
determine the efficiency and accuracy of MANET’s routing protocols.Packet Delivery Fraction = Sent Packets205
Data Total Received Packets Data Total X 100(1)206

b) Average End-to-End Delay (AE2ED) This is the average time involved in delivery of data packets from207
the source node to the destination node. To compute the average end-to-end delay, add every delay for each208
successful data packet delivery and divide that sum by the number of successfully received data packets as given209
in equation ( ??). This metric is important in delay sensitive applications such as video and voice transmission.210
A network throughput is the average rate at which message is successfully delivered between a destination node211
(receiver) and source node (sender). It is also referred to as the ratio of the amount of data received from its212
sender to the time the last packet reaches its destination. Throughput can be measured as bits per second (bps),213
packets per second or packet per time slot. For a network, it is required that the throughput is at high-level.214
Some factors that affect MANET’s throughput are unreliable communication, changes in topology, limited energy215
and bandwidth.216

1 d) Normalized Routing Load (NRL)217

The normalized routing load is defined as the fraction of all routing control packets sent by all nodes over the218
number of received data packets at the destination nodes. In other words, it is the ratio between the total numbers219
of routing packets sent over the network to the total number of data packets received as given in equation ( ??).220
This metric discloses how efficient the routing protocol is. Proactive protocols are expected to have a higher221
normalized routing load than reactive ones. The bigger this fraction is the less efficient the protocol.222

Normalized Routing Load =223

2 Received224

In this research paper, performance of the proposed protocol EESSRP has been evaluated w.r. All the performance225
metrics have been evaluated for EESSRP, SSRP and AODV protocols using 6 UDP connections. All nodes are226
moving at a fixed speed of 5 meters/second. Two malicious nodes have been introduced in the network scenarios227
which are moving at a speed of 1 meter/second. The pause time has been used as a varying parameter from 100228
seconds to 500 seconds and the queue length is 150.229
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Figure 9 shows packet delivery fraction with respect to pause time. The observation is that EESSRP and SSRP230
gives almost same PDF but it is high than that of AODV. Therefore, EESSRP protocol outperforms AODV in231
terms of energy-efficient, secured and stable routing over MANET. In figure ??0, average end to end delay has232
been presented with respect to pause time. When the pause time is 100 seconds, AODV has high average end to233
end delay than SSRP and EESSRP but after that AODV, SSRP and EESSRP gives almost same results. On an234
average, EESSRP outperforms AODV. The network throughput with respect to pause time has been shown in235
figure ??1. The protocol having high network throughput is more efficient and in this figure, EESSRP gives high236
throughput than SSRP and SSRP gives high throughput than AODV. Therefore, EESSRP outperforms AODV237
and SSRP in terms of throughput. Figure ??2 shows normalized routing load by varying pause time. The bigger238
this fraction is the less efficient the routing protocol. When the pause time is between 100 seconds to 300 seconds,239
AODV shows bigger NRL than SSRP and EESSRP but after that EESSRP, SSRP and AODV gives almost same240
results. On an average, EESSRP outperforms AODV and SSRP in terms of normalized routing load. In figure241
13, the packet loss has been shown for both protocols. Higher the packet loss, less efficient is routing protocol242
and in this figure, AODV gives high packet loss than SSRP and EESSRP. Therefore, EESSRP outperforms than243
AODV and SSRP in terms of packet loss. All the performance metrics have been evaluated for EESSRP, SSRP244
and AODV protocols using 10 UDP connections. All nodes are moving at a fixed speed of 10 meters/second. Two245
malicious nodes have been introduced in the network scenarios which are moving at a speed of 5 meters/second.246
The pause time has been used as a varying parameter from 100 seconds to 700 seconds and the queue length is247
150.248

In figure 14, packet delivery fraction is with respect to pause time for EESSRP, SSRP and AODV. The249
observation is that EESSRP gives high packet delivery fraction that SSRP and SSRP gives high packet delivery250
fraction that AODV. Therefore, EESSRP protocol outperforms AODV in terms of better packet delivery.251

In figure ??5, average end to end delay has been presented with respect to pause time. When the pause time252
is between 100 seconds to 200 seconds, AODV has high average end to end delay than SSRP and EESSRP. When253
pause time is between 200 seconds to 400 seconds, EESSRP and SSRP has high average end to end delay than254
AODV. In end, when pause time is between 400 seconds to 500 seconds, EESSRP and SSRP has low average end255
to end delay than AODV. Therefore, on an average, EESSRP almost touches AODV. Network throughput with256
respect to pause time has been shown in figure ??6. EESSRP gives high throughput than SSRP and AODV.257
Therefore, EESSRP outperforms SSRP and AODV in terms of throughput.258

Figure 17 shows normalized routing load by varying pause time. When the pause time is between 100 seconds259
to 300 seconds, AODV shows higher normalized routing load than SSRP and EESSRP but when the pause time260
is between 300 seconds to 400 seconds, EESSRP gives higher normalized routing load than SSRP and AODV. In261
end, EESSRP, SSRP and AODV give almost same results. Concluding, it is inferred that EESSRP outperforms262
AODV in terms of normalized routing load.263

In figure 18, AODV shows high packet loss than SSRP and EESSRP. Therefore, EESSRP outperforms than264
AODV and SSRP. All the performance metrics have been evaluated for EESSRP, SSRP and AODV protocols265
using 14 UDP connections. All nodes are moving at a fixed speed of 10 meters/second. Two malicious nodes266
have been introduced in the network scenarios which are moving at a speed of 5 meters/second. The pause time267
has been used as a varying parameter from 100 seconds to 950 seconds and the queue length is 150.268

Figure 19 shows that packet delivery fraction for EESSRP and SSRP is much higher than that of AODV for269
all pause times and hence EESSRP outperforms AODV and SSRP in terms of better packet delivery. In figure270
??0, average end to end delay has been presented with respect to pause time. When the pause time is between271
100 seconds to 675 seconds, AODV has high average end to end delay than SSRP and EESSRP but when it272
is between 675 seconds to 950 seconds, EESSRP and SSRP gives high average end to end delay than AODV.273
Concluding EESSRP outperforms AODV and SSRP initially but in end AODV starts outperforming SSRP and274
EESSRP. This issue is still under consideration. Network throughput with respect to pause time has been shown275
in figure ??1. EESSRP gives high throughput than AODV and SSRP for all pause times and hence EESSRP276
outperforms AODV and SSRP in terms of better throughput. Figure ??2 shows normalized routing load by277
varying pause time. The bigger this fraction is the less efficient the routing protocol. When the pause time is278
between 100 seconds to 250 seconds, EESSRP and SSRP shows bigger NRL than AODV; when it is between279
250 seconds to 400 seconds, AODV shows bigger NRL than SSRP and EESSRP. When pause time is between280
400 seconds to 950 seconds, EESSRP and SSRP shows marginal bigger NRL than AODV. Although both the281
protocols give almost same results but still due to marginal difference between the results, on an average, AODV282
outperforms SSRP and EESSRP. In figure ??3, the packet loss has been shown for both protocols with respect283
to varying pause time from 100 seconds to 950 seconds. In all cases, EESSRP gives very low packet loss than284
AODV and SSRP. So EESSRP outperforms AODV and SSRP. The proposed protocol, EESSRP, provides energy285
efficient routing over mobile adhoc networks in a very efficient way. It assumes that all nodes are capable of286
dynamically adjusting the transmission power used to communicate with other nodes. Battery power of a node287
is a precious resource that has been used efficiently in order to avoid early termination of a node or a network.288
The optimal route selection between source and destination is done on the basis of proper energy management.289
The proposed protocol balances energy efficient broadcast schemes in ad hoc network and maintains connectivity290
of mobile nodes.291
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3 b) Multifold Security Solution292

The existing routing protocols are typically attack-oriented. They first identify the security threats and then293
enhance the existing protocol to conquer such attacks. Since the solutions are designed explicitly with certain294
attack models in mind, they work well in the presence of designated attacks but may collapse under unanticipated295
attacks. Therefore, a multifold network security solution has been developed in EESSRP that offers multiple lines296
of defense against both known and unknown security threats and the performance of same has been evaluated297
with respect to AODV using various performance metrics viz. packet delivery fraction, average end to end298
delay, network throughput, normalized routing load and packet loss. c) Robust and Stable EESSRP satisfies the299
condition. It has been thoroughly checked many times using different scenes and changing loads. Since routers300
are located at different points, they can cause considerable problems when they fail. The proposed protocol takes301
care of the issue. The best routing algorithms is often the one that withstands the test of time and that proves302
stable under a variety of network conditions.303

4 d) Best304

EESSRP is the best in terms of packet transmission. More packets are transmitted than any of the studied305
protocols. This is true even in case of changing scenario and fast moving nodes. So it is able to achieve one306
of the most important objectives of ad hoc networks as successful packet delivery. e) Optimal Path EESSRP307
selects the optimum path. Routing protocols use metrics to evaluate what path will be the best for a packet to308
travel. Using routing table entries and making choice between active and week nodes, it is able to select a path309
that is stable. This proves the optimality of the protocol. f) Simple EESSRP can easily be implemented and310
executed. The simulation studies have been conducted on Pentium-IV with standard configurations. Though it311
is best performing under Linux environment but can be easily implemented on Windows platform also. Efficiency312
is particularly important when the software implementing the routing algorithm must run on a computer with313
limited physical resources. PAVNR suffices the purpose easily.314

5 g) Rapidly Converging315

EESSRP converges nicely and quickly. In all simulations, problem of looping never occurred.316
Convergence is the process of agreement, by all routers, on optimal routes. Slow convergence can cause routing317

loops or network outages.318

6 h) Flexible319

When a network segment gets down, as in the case of best protocols, EESSRP become aware of the problem and320
quickly selects the next-best path for all routes normally using that segment. It quickly and accurately adapt321
to a variety of network circumstances. The proposed protocol is an enhanced version of AODV. It has not been322
tested for source routing. An experiment may be conducted to check the performance of EESSRP for source323
routing also. h) It should be able to support multicast transmission.324

Multicasting [GER00, PAU98, ROY99] is the transmission of packets to a group of hosts identified by a single325
destination address.326

Multicasting is intended for group-oriented computing. There are three primary functions that must be327
performed to implement IP multicasting: addressing, group management, and datagram processing / routing. It328
minimizes the link bandwidth consumption, sender and router processing, and delivery delay. i) It should be able329
to increase the number of mobile nodes and to introduce more malicious nodes in the network scenario so that its330
impact on the network performance may be determined. The efforts can be made in the direction of improving331
hash functions to avoid collisions, using stronger hash keys by making them dependent on additional parameters332
like biometric credentials, passwords, IP addresses etc. j) It should handle Mobile-IP [http:ENW, http:CIS].333

Mobile IP provides users the freedom to roam beyond their home subnet while consistently maintaining their334
home IP address. This enables transparent routing of IP packets to mobile users during their movement, so335
that data sessions can be initiated to them while they roam; it also enables sessions to be maintained in spite336
of physical movement between points of attachment to the Internet or other networks. k) It should be tested337
for fixed networks also. Also there should be a mechanism using a special addressing suitable for separation and338
merging of ad hoc networks. 1 2339

1© 2012 Global Journals Inc. (US)
2© 2012 Global Journals Inc.
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Ad hoc network routing research is still in progress. Outcome of the current
research has exhibited the possibilities of further extensions. Some of the research
work that can be carried out in future as an extension of current work is given
below: a) EESSRP should support Metropolitan area wireless ad hoc networking.
For a real map, high number of nodes and suitable radio interface, a realistic
earthquake scenario could be generated. The scenario considered is representing
a maximum area of 1.5 KM square. Metropolitan area networking may require
more area to be covered. b) It should check the cases when nodes may be given
less energy, so that partitioning behavior could be observed for different routing
protocols. The nodes are given power status large enough to survive transmission.
The other case may be taken when most of the nodes have depleting power
factor. The effect of protocol may be checked in those cases. c) It should support
enhanced TCP connections. A transmission control protocol which is mobility
enhanced [GOF00] could be implemented and used. 2012 May ( D D D D )

[Note: E]

Figure 18:
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